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ROUND THE CLOCK BOMBING

The heaviest attack on Cologne since the 1000-bomber raid in May, 1942, was

made last night, Four-thousand-pounders formed a substantial part of the load.

Eight-thousand-pounders were also dropped.
The raid was the culmination of a remarkable spell of 48-hours bombing of

targets in Germany and occupied territory. During this period aircraft of the four

R.A.F, Home Commands (Fighter,Bomber, Coastal, and Army Co-operation) made no fewer

than 2,000 individual operational flights and flew about 1,500,000 miles.

There was round-the-clock bombing in earnest during the twenty-four hours which

ended at midnight on Friday - perhaps one of the most intensive periods of airattack

in the history of the war, it began shortly after midnight on Thursday when the

first bombs began to fall in a heavy attack on Nuremberg - with its war plants, its

railway junctions, and its Nazi party associations. During the night targets in

Western Germany were also attacked and mines were laid in enemy waters.

Then, early on Friday morning. Fortress add liberator bombers of the United

States Army Air Force operated over Wilhelmshaven shore the docks were again pounded
with high explosive.

Within a few hours Venturas, escorted by many squadrons of fighters, were on

their way to attack the docks at Dunkirk, and during Friday afternoon other Venturas

made two more attacks on the same target. Next, in the early evening, whirlwinds
escorted by spitfires bombed an enemy airfield in the Cherbourg peninsula.

Shortly afterwards, whilst it 'was still daylight, a formation of Mosquitos of

Bomber Command dropped a considerable weight of bombs on a German naval storage

depot near Rennes, and caused several large explosions followed by fires.

Then, to cap this sustained offensive, in the early hours of Friday night came

the very heavy attack on Cologne - the city with the second largest population in

Germany - where a great weight of bombs was released on the industrial centre, which

the Germans have been so laboriously rebuilding during the past few months.

Thus, from first to last, ten distinct and separate offensive operations were

carried out by the Combined home-based British and .American air forces within the

twenty-four hours. This is what is meant by ’‘round-the-clock bombing”.

During Friday night’s attack on Cologne searchlights formed a huge cone over the

city, but at one stage, according to a Halifax pilot, the glare of incendiaries on

the target was so bright that the light of the searchlights seemed dim in comparison.

The flak was never very intense. As the raid continued it slackened and wavered

three or four times, and it was much weaker by the end of the attack,

A pilot who was ordered to make a special report on the raid arrived before

zero hour - this was just after 9 o’clock - and did not leave until he had seen that

great fires had got a strong hold on the target, "After about a quarter of an

hour", he said, "there was a fire which seemed to cover the whole area of the target,

and volumes of smoke were coming from it, I dropped by own bombs right in the middle

of the fires. Then I went east, turned to starboard, and passed the target to the

south to get another view of the blaze. The flak had been very intense at the start

of the attack but now it had begun to die down, though the bombing was still going on.

Smoke was rising from the south side of the city,"

Night fighters were out, both along the route and over the target itself, and

several bombers reported having fights, A Wellington was attacked from astern by a

Junkers 88 when it was approaching cologne. The rear-gunner hold his fire until

the Ju.88 was within 200 yards. He gave it a long burst. and saw his bullets hit the

fighter on the port side. The Junkers was then lost to sight.

Another of our bombers, a Stirling, was followed by an enemy aircraft. While

the pilot was taking evasive action, he was attacked by a ■second aircraft, A

Me.ll0, which opened fire from below at the Stirling’s fuselage. The enemy aircraft

then broke away but a few seconds later attacked again, this time from above.

Both the mid and rear-upper gunners opened fire Mid the Messerschmitt dived away

and was not seen again. Although the Stirling’s controls were badly damaged, the

pilot brought it safely back to base.


